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Introduction

In the fall of 1988, the 750 keV Cockcroft-
Wilton (C-W) preinjector for the AGS 200 MeV H"
llnac was replaced by an RFQ, In what has proved to
be a very successful upgrade. The motivations for
the upgrade Included improved reliability, simpler
maintenance, and the added convenience of having the
Ion source loeuted at nearly ground potential. At
the sane time, the controls and Instrumentation in
tht preinjector area were modernised. The linac has
bt«n operating CulJ Li mi; with tliiu Kl'Q prulnjectur
since January 1, 1989, and the reliability Man been
excellent. The source, RFQ, and llnac operate at a
5 II* repetition rato, nnd thu bcuw pulac width lu
appcoxiaatoly 450 us. At this time, the M~ current
at 200 MeV Is typically 23-25 raA, the same a* pre-
vious operation with the C-W, although the capa-
bility is there co reach higher currents In the
future.

The layout of the new preinjector Is shown In
Figure 1. An Important consideration in the layout
of thin line was the decision to leave the final 2.4
a section before the llnac intact, so the optics of
a second C-W injector line and polarized H~ injec-
tion from another RFQ remained the same. The
resulting line has a distance of almost 6 m froa the
RFQ to the llnac, and there are three "rebunchcr"
cavities to maintain the bunching of the beaa from
the RFQ. The following sections will describe soae
details of the preinjector line, and then discuss
the installation and performance.
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Figure 1. Layout of the new RFQ preinjector bean
line: BP-Beam phase probe; BS-Benm stop;
CF-Coaxlal Faraday cup; CH-Chopper;
D2-Bendlng magnet; B-Emittance analyzer;
Q-Quadrupala; R-RF cavity; S-iiolcnold
lens; SF-Segaented Faraday cup; T-Quadru-
pole triplet; V-Vernler steering magnet;
X-Beam current transformer.

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy.

The H~ Ion source is a magnetron surface-plasma
source, operating with a pulsed extraction voltage
of 35 kev. It dlffuri in several respects fro* that
used for H" Injection with the C-W. Rather than
t\vfaction from a slit, the anode and extractor
apertures are circular In order to produce an enit-
tnnro symmetric IT the x and y planea. The source
magnetic field of approximately 700 C is provided by
two small SraCo magnets. With the present 4 on
extractor gap, 2.8 mm diameter anode aperture, and 2
mm diameter extractor apurturu, 70 mA of II" is typi-
cally extracted froa the vourcie. The operating
dlucliurtju currunt of only 15-20 A la 2-3 times lower
than the operating current required with the slit
source for the C-W.

The extracted electron current Is 1-1.5 tiaei
the H" current, and aoat of these electrons strike
the extractor electrode. Therefore, in order to
reduce the rate of erosion of this electrode, the
tip of the electrode is aade froa tungsten. There
is soac Increase In the beam emittance out of the
source as the electrode erodes during the first
couple weeks of operation. The rate of erosion then
seen* to diminish and the source continues to
operate stably. We have so far had two months of
continuous operation on a single electrode, and the
beam output Is remaining at 70 mA.

35 keV Transport

The 35 keV transport line froa the source to
the RFQ is 1.9 a long, and has two pulsed magnetic
solenoids (10 ca disaster) for focusing, as well as
two sets of steerers. Space charge effects are
iaportant In this line, and with the background
pressure of 10~€ T, It takes about 50 us for the
bcaa to space charge neutralize. Approxlaately 85Z
of the beaa is transported froa the source to the
RFQ entrance.

Another element In this 35 keV transport line
Is a fast beam chopper.1 This is a slow-wave
electrostatic deflection device, in which - 700 V is
applied to opposing plates at rates up :o 2.5 MHz,
for bunch-to-bucket Injection Into the ACS. Rise
and fall times of 10 ns have been measured on the
chopped beam pulses. The fast chopper affects Che
space charge neutralization of the 35 keV beam, so
some retunlng of the transport line is required, and
the Instantaneous current out of the RFQ is reduced
soraewhst fron that when the chopper is not used.

RFQ

The RFQ la a four-vane structure, 1.6 a long,
operating at the linsc frequency of 201.25 MHz.
This wss designed and built at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, and was delivered to BNL In September,
1987. Power Is fed through s single port at the
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longitudinal center, and It employ! vane coupling
rings for field stabilization. The required power
of approximately 160 ktf (121 kW plus bean loading)
is provided by a power amplifier using on RCA 4616
tetrode in lt» final stage, the nm«e as is used os
the driver stage for the linac tank rf systems. The
cavity Is w.icer cooled on Che outntde. A single
rotadng tuiur Loop with uuioiiiul I c f ru<|uuncy truck-
ing and a range of 360 kHz allows the RltJ to be kept
on frequency during w.irmup. ^.

During iiornul operation, cruiminlsyloii iuit* buuu
3551, with i5-5O raA at the exit of the RFQ. In
earlier icacs, essentially IOUX Lr<iu»ml«i*Lou w.m
ineauured ai. <'iO :nA, and wtcli u 3,5 mm uource oxtrnc-
tor gap currents of up to 60 raA have been acceler-
ated in the RFQ. With a normalized, 902 umittuncu
of 0.1I " cm-mrad going into the RFQ, an emltcance
of 0.12 " cm-mrad was measured ac les exit in both
planes.2

753 lesV Transport

As mencioned previously, this transport line is
almost 6 n long, in ordtr to keep two other injector
llnea Intact. Transverse matching It via magnetic
quadrupoles. The longitudinal bunch structure la
maintained from the RFQ and matched to the linac via
three rf buncher cavities. This longitudinal match-
ing over such a long line has turned out better than
anticipated, with B0-85X of the beam at the linac
entrance being captured and accelerated to 200 McV.
(Some of chin lino I" probably dm1 to I• r.-umverm.1

mismatch.)

From the exit of the RFQ, only 65* of the beam
is transported to the linac entrance, with most of
the bean loss occurring in the aperture of the first
buncher. In tests before final installation of the
line, th* first buncher was removed, and 953 of the
beam could then be transported past D2 in Figure 1.
We plan to increase the apertuve in the first bunch-
er this summer (the buncheri have grids for field
flattening). This should allow us to exceed 30 raA
at the output of the linac, if desired.

There is a 10 MHz sine wave chopper in the 750
keV line, driven by a high Q tank circuit. When
jsed in conjunction with the 35 keV chopper, this
illows U3 co accolornto single mlcrobunchen of the
200 MHz llnac for high resolution tlme-of-flight
experiments. The repetition period of the micro-
bunches can be varied from every 50 ns to once per
linac pulse. Figure 2 shows an oscillograph of a
single linac microbunch (_< 1 ns), measured on a fast
gap monitor3 at 92.6 MevT The micropulses had a 10
us spacing.

Instrumentation and Controls

The instrumentation In the new prelnjector line
includes horizontal and vertical Quittance measure-
ments at four locations, five bean current trans-
formers, a five-segment Faraday cup at the RFQ
• ncrance, and a fast Faraday cup (2 GHz bandwidth)
near the entrance to the llnac. While all hardware
Is in place, work on the electronics and software is
still in the debugging phase. The controls for the
new beam lines include the feature of pulse-to-pulse
modulation of setpolnts for power supplies. This
allows the tune of the transport llnea to change at
S Hz, depending on whether the next beam pulso will
be delivered to the ACS, the Isotope production
facility, or the radiation effects facility. The

Figure 2. Oscillograph of a single Una* aicropulse
(£ 1 ns) produced by a combination of
baa* chopping at 35 and 750 kaV (tins:
50 ns/ division).

ability to have independent tunes is important when
the different users have different intensity or beam
chopping requirements.

Installation and Performance

The llnac went Into U s normal summer shutdown
at che end of June, 1988. It took three weeks for
the Itnnc staff to dismantle the C-W and clear the
cwo-scory pit area. A concrete floor was then put
in at the linac level, taking approximately six
weeks. Following this came the installation of
electrical and plumbing services, etc. There was
then approximately three months to install ths RFQ
and beam lines, hook up all power supplies and con-
trols, and do testing. Figure 3 shows the new pre-
lnjector during installation. Since January 1,
1989, when the AGS proton program began, the llnac
has been operating with the new RFQ.

The first 2.5 months of operation have been
very reliable, with only a few minor problems caus-
ing machine downtime. In one instance, the RFQ had
co be let up to atmosphere to make a minor repair,
and within three hours the repair had been made and
chc RFQ was again delivering full beam co che llnac.
The ion source can be shut down, removed, repaired,
and be delivering full beam again within six hours.
These repair times are quite a contrast to repairs
In che C-W, where a full day was usually lost for a
source repair which required losing vacuum.

The llnac output current has been consistently
23-25 oA. Because the new emittance instrumentation
is not yet complete, studies and optimization of the
transport from chc RFQ to the llnac have been mini-
mal. All quadrupoles in the transport lines are
essentially operating at vary naar their calculated
values.

It is interesting to note the sensitivity of
the llnac output beam to several of the parameters
in the new prelnjector line. One observation la
that steering changes made in the 35 keV transport
line before the RFQ can cause movements in beam
profiles taken at 7.00 MeV. A second observation Is
che sensitivity to the RFQ amplitude, and the phases
of thQ RFQ and bunchers. A 5 kW change In the RFQ
power (nominally 121 kW), or a 5 degree phaeo
change, while producing no observable effect on the
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beam In die ?5U keV line, causes not lce«l>lt» ch
In Che beam ai 200 MeV due to chanjjpR In the longi-
tudinal ffl^ccl) Ci> t'n* llnnr.
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